
Dangerous Goods Specialist

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

An enthusiastic. energetic worker with an ambition to learn new skills as well as use the skills that 
I have already acquired to be an asset to your workforce. I have a very friendly personality with an
intuitive understanding of people which makes me a great team player. I bring a positive attitude, 
great communication skills and passion to my work.

Skills

Microsoft Excel Office And Other Rf Scanners, Customer Service, Hospitality.

Work Experience

Dangerous Goods Specialist
ABC Corporation  2007 – 2021 
 Completed pre and post trip inspections, recording and reporting any defects or malfunctions.
 Practiced safe and secure loading methods to avoid damaging goods.
 Picked up and delivered parcels in an expedited and orderly fashion while safety and 

efficiently driving several different size company vehicles.
 Handled/Truck driver/ TRIPS operator Aided in the nightly reload operations, offloading 

inbound packages and moving vehicles to correct parking positions.
 Posted reload duties include inputing specific truck, trailer and freight information into our 

TRIPS system.
 Arrived and departed our inbound and outbound trailers.
 Performed spill cleanup efficiently, safely, and within procedural guidelines if required to 

perform the spill cleanup function.

Dangerous Goods Specialist
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2001 
 Delivered time sensitive packages - Efficiently run a pick up route - Cultivated sales leads - 

Met all customer close times.
 Started out as a processer was promoted to a problem solver then promoted to dangerous 

goods standing for entire shift working with computers and .
 Completed paperwork regarding location and type of hazardous materials Assisted in 

loading/unloading hazardous materials.
 Responsible for ensuring proper packaging, loading, and unloading of harmful chemical 

compounds, and other unsafe materials.
 Was required to, and did maintain appropriate certifications and knowledge of dangerous 

goods shipping regulations for flight and ground transport.
 I track and stack dangerous, type goods.
 Flammable, Gasses - Both solid and liquid, Corrosive, and Explosive).

Education
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